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SUMMARY 

Prelfminary fatigue tests on two aluminum-alloy ming- 
beam specimens subjectad to reversed axial loading are 
described. The method used consists in bcorporating one 
or two reciprocating motors in a resonance system of which 
the specimen is the spring element. A dsscription is given 
of the reciprocating motors, and of the method of e.ssem- 
bling and adjusting the vibratfng system. The results in- 
dicate that the method is well adapted to fatigue tests of 
not only uniform wing beams but also wing beans with asyn- 
netrfcal local reinforcements. 

I. INTRODUCTIOB 

The present paper describes part of a research pro- 
gram which was requested by the National Advisory Commit- 
tee for Aeronautics to obtain infornation on the fatigue 
strength of fabricated structural elements of aircraft. 
The need for such information has bpcome increasingly ap- 
parent with the increased importance of vibration in nod- 
em high-speed and hfgh-performance airplanes. 

The strength of an airplane under steady flight loads 
can be computed weth considerable accuracy from the flight 
loads and the strongth of the airplane as detornined by 
stattc loading on the ground. Little fs known about the 
corresponding ability to withstand vibrational loads. 

The dotermination of the ability of aircraft struc- 
tures to Tithstand vibratory loads requires on the one 
hand a knomledgo of the nature of the vibratory loads to 
which the airplane is subjected in flight, and on the other 
a knowledge of the strongth of the structural parts of the 
airplane in withstanding vibratory loads of this natur-e-- 
Infornst5on of the first type isbeing collected by the 
Wavy Dopartnent in its.extensive investigation on vibra- 
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tion of airplanes in flight and by the Wational Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics in its study of dynamical loads 
under flight conditions in a flying boat. The work de- 
scribed in this paper is confined to information of the 
second type. It may be regarded as an extension to struc- 
tural parts of airplanes of the resonance method of- fa- 
tigue testing developed for airship girders by the Goodyear- 
Zeppelin Corporation (reference 1). The experience of the 
Goodyear-Zeppelin Corporation was drawn upon in planning 
the tests and in grocuring the driving units. 

The present report describes the application of ths 
resonance method to wing-beam specdnens having various 
types of discontinuities such as attachments, access holos, 
rivets, bolts, and sharp angles, which may affect the fa- 
tigue strength of the wing beam in the finished airplane. 
The presence of such discontinuftios in the test specimen 
is considered partfcularly, importants&nce it is well- 

'known Chat they introduce stress concentrations which m& 
lover the fatigue strength to a fraction of the value found 
in the absence of such concantrations, The affect of the 
discontinuities can be studied most convenfontly by apply- 
ing an alternating axial load to a specimen approximatslg 
unfform in section, so that, excegt in close proximity- to 
the discontinuitios, the stress is Bpproxinately uniform 
throughout the specimen. 

It is realized that the vibratory stresses in wing. 
'beams in service ivill' differ from those for this type of 
fatigue test in having a steady stress that is generally 
,different from zero and fn being due mainly to flexural 
rather than axial loads. 

The effect on endurance of steady stresses superposed 
on alternating stresses has been the subject of consider- 
able study in the case of._structural materials, and to & 
less extent in the case of notched, riveted, and welded 
structures (reference 21, but no well-controlled experi- 
ments are known which show the effect of steady loads on 
the endurance of fabrfcated aluminum-alloy structures with 
local stress concentrations. St is&hoped that an ostimato 
of-this effect may be obtained later in this investigation. 

The fact that axial alternating strossas rather than 
flexural stresses are sot up in the wing beam does not 
seriously detract from the value of results from axial fa- 
tiguo t-ests since the direction of stress in both cases is 
the saw. Thus the fatigue strength of tho flanges of th-o 

l . 

. 
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beam, which are the parts that may be expected to fail 
first in service since they are the most hfghly stressed, 
may be estimated from observations of flange failure fn 
the axial load test. -In addition the effect on fatigue 
strength of stress concentrations around small discontinui- 
ties Sn the web may be observed. - 

-- 

The natural frequency of flexural vibration of afr- 
plane wings is so high that the beams may in some cases.be 
subjected to many millions of cycles of vf&?atorg stress 
near the maximum range durfng their service life. The fa- 
tigue test in the laboratory should therefore be designed 
to provide loads alternating several million times wdthin a 
reasonable test period. The most convenient- ne-thodof ac- 
complfshing this is to nake the specimen the elastic men- 
her of a resonant syston of high natural frequency, and to 
drive this system at or vary near this frequency. The.rQs- 
onance mothod, in addition to shortening the fatigue test, 
has the advantages of providing a large alternating load 
with a low amplitude of the driving force, and of loading 
only the specfmen and its immediate attachments, so that * 
the size of the loading mechanism nay be rednced't0.a nin; 
fnllll. 

A practical procedure for such a rescnance fatigue 
test with alternating axial loads has been developed by 
the Goodyear-Zeppelin 3orporation for their f.atigueXKsts 
on airship girders and was successfully applied by them in 
tests to destruction of 18 alumfnum-alloy girder&of a 
number of different desfgns (references 1 and 3). In the 
present investigation the procedure used by the Goodyear- 
Zeppelin Corporation has been modified to a consIhe%able 
extent; first, in order to make use of existing pdwer .- 
equfpment at the National Bureau of Standards and thereby 
simplify the set-up, and second, fn order to adapt the 
method to wing beams in place of airship girders: - . 

II. DESCRIPTION OF WING-BEAM SPECIMENS 

The test specimens _ mere supplied by the Navy Depart- 
ment in the form of complete wing cells containing 24ST 
aluminum-alloy I beams of typfcal construction. The beans 
were removed and cut bto convenient lengths. This palper 
describes tests to destruction on two such specimens, cut 
from the undeformed portion of the front and rear beams of 
an upper wing cell which had been danagod in service (fig. 
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1). Caro was taken to leave undisturbed all attuchmenfs, 
reinforcements, and rivet joints mhjsh night set up local 
stress concentrations in the assembled wing beams. 

Specimen A was the central portfon of the rear bean, 
extending out to the sections at which the beam began to 
taper, It was 96 inches in length, 5-3/4 inches in depth, 
and had a nominal cross-sectional area of 1.11 square 
inches. The neb was 0.045 inch thick, the lower flange 
l-3/4 inches tvide and 0.15 fnch thSck, and the upper flange 
l-3/4 fnches wfde and 0.234 inch thick. 

Specimen B was an 88-inch length of ths front beam, 
extendin 

7 
18-l/2 inches to starboard of the center line 

and 69-l 2 inches to port, the remainder of the starboard 
end being damaged. The specimen tapered slightly near the 
port end. The beam was about 9-l/4 inches deep, with a 
nominal cross section of 1.19 square inches, including a 
narrow strip of skin material which was riveted to each 
flange. At the port end of the loaded portion of the 
specimsn the taper reduced the section to 1.16 square 
inches, The web was 0.054 inch thick, and the flange di- 
mensions were the same as those of the lower flange of the 
rear beam, l-3/4 inches by 0.15 inch. 

III. GEi?ERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RESONANCE UETHOD ' 

1. Arrangement for th-e First Wing Beam 

The general arrangement of- the resonant system em- 
ployed for specimen A is shown in figures 2 and 3. 

The Specim-en S (fig. 2) was mounted vertically nith a 
steel weight W attached to its upper end and a cylfndri- 
cal electromagnet M attached to its lower end. The mag- 
net winding C1 was energized with-direct current. In- 
serted in the annular air gap and free to move axially 
relative to the magnet tvaz the ring-shaped armature A. 
This armature was connected to the upper weight w by 
means of th% yoke Y and the two rods R, these connec- 
tions being so rigid that the system moved nearly as a 
single unit. TVhen alternating current was supplied to the 
armature winding C,, alternating axial forces acted be- 
tvesn the armature and the magnet in a mann%r similar to 
the push-pull action of a dynamic loudspeaker unit. When 
the frequency of the alternating currant was adjuste.d to 

J 
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coincide with the natural frequency determined by the ratio 
of the spring constant of the specimen S to the masses W 
and M and the parts rigidly attached thereto, these driv- 
ing forces supplied the power which built up and maintained 
resonant vibration. 

The system was isolated from the framework of the 
building by a tansion spring S1 at the top and four com- 
pression springs Se at the bottom (fig. 2). The static 
load on the specimen was eliminated by adjusting the height 
of the upper support until the length of the tension spring 
Sl was equal to its length as measured before the specimen 
was connected to the weight W. 

2. Arrangement for the Second Wing Beam 

Two identical reciprocating motors were used to apply 
the load,to specimen B, one motor being attached to' each 
end of the specimen to form a symmetric arrangement. Tile 
method of attachment is shown in figure 4. 'The complete. 
assembly is shown in figura.5. 

The assembly was mounted horizontal.ly on a bench B 
(fig. 4), and supported on' small l-inch .rubbcr 'pads S, 

-'which effectively prevented vibration fron*traveling. through 
the bench to the floor. 
m'ature A 

The r'igid unit. comprisfng the-ar- 
and, the yoke Y wa,s- suppo-rte9 ,in. ,the magnetic 

air 'gap by a system of 16 flexure plates designed to con- 
fine relative motion to the axfal dfrection. 
fig. 8.) 

(See F, 
. . . . 'I 1 ,. 

,At first the two yokes at opposfte ends of the assem- 
bly were connected by pipes &s in ff'gure 5, so that this 
system, acted upon by vibratory forces which were oppo- 
sitely directed at the two ends, remained stationary. The 
pip-, however, were later removed when it was found that 
the forced $ibration set up in the freely floating arma- 
ture and yoke was not appreciable at the frequency of the 
test. 

The resulting simplified assembly showed a marked im- 
provement in the flexibility of adjustment in centering 
the load. Other advantages of this assembly over the ver- 
tical set-up used in the first test were greater facility 
in mounting the specimen and in reading strains and ampli- 
tudes, and also the elimination of the rather noisy spring 
system used to support and isolate the first vibrating 
assembly. 
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3. Capacity of Existing Fquipment 

The length of specimen is limited by the available 
stroke of the armature relative to-the magnet. In the two 
machines supplied for th,ls investigation by the Goodyear 
Tire and Rubber Company the stroke.mas limited to l/4 inch. 
The maximum change in specimen length in the arrangement 
of figure 2 is therefore l/4 inch; in the arrangement of 
figure 4-,--l/2 inch. Hence for an aluminum-alloy spscimsn 
with a stress amplitude of 10,000 pouilds par square inch, 
the maximum length which can bo tested is about 10 feet in 
the first case, and 20 foot in the second. 

. 

-r 

Within the limits of motion imposed by the l/4-inch 
stroke, the maximum alternating load attainable is deter- 
mined by the amplitude of the alternating driving force 
which can be attained, and by the total amount'of damping 
in-the systom. For the same amount of damping, it is of 
course the samQ for the arrangemont of figure 2 as for 
that of figuro 4. For maximum safe currents supplied to 
the magnet and armature, the amplitude of the driving force 
was found to be about 480 pounds. The damping can be con- 
voniently given in terms of the force amplification factor; 
that is, the ratio of the amplitude of the load rariations 
to th-e amplitude of the driving force at resonance. In 
these tests this.ratio ranged from 50 to 120,, depending 
largely upon th-e temperature of the system. It may be pos- 
sible to obtain values considerably higher.than these in 
spocifi-c cases by reducing the damping in the attachments 
which connect the weights to the ends of the specimen. 

IV. DRIVING UECHBNISM 

1. .Power Supply 

To drive ths assembly at its resonant frequency, ad- 
vantage was taken of the variable-frequency power avail- 
able from the motor-generator set used in the study of 
propeller vibration (reference 4).* This set has a'n alter- 

I -- - 
*This is tho m&in 'differenoo between the resonanc0 method 
used hQre and that used by the GoodyearLZeppelin Corporation 
(references 1 arid 3). FhQ latter mot'hod makes use of an 
invortor cirduit controlled by a magnetic pick-up attached 
to thc'vibrating assembly to supply power at the roquisito 
frequency. 

. 
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nating current capacity of 55 amperes throughout the f$e- 
quency range from 20 to 180 cycles per second, the voltage 
being adjustable. The sharpness of the resonance peak for 
the vibratfng system required that the alternating current 
frequency be controlled with great precisfon fn order that 
the amplitude variations may be kept within a fern percent. 
This tvas accomplished by driving the variable frequency2 
generator with a compound wound direct-current motor, the 
direct current current being supplied by a dfrect-currant 
generator driven by a synchronous motor. The frequency- 
was adjusted by altering the field current fn the direct- 
current motor by means of field rheostats. It was found- 
that the resonant frequency of the mechanical system 
changed somewhat more rapidly than the frequency of the 
power for a particular rheostat setting. 
VII, 2.) 

(See section ' 
Consequently, no further attempt ma‘s made to im- 

prove the power frequency control. ' 

2. Design of Rocfprocatfng Motors 

As explained in section III, the power is transmitted 
to the vibrating assembly by means of one or two recipro- 
cating motors.which consist essentially of a cylindrical 
magnet M, a ring armature A (see fig. 21, and means 
for guiding the relatfve motion of these two parts. Two 
such reciprocating motors mere desfgned and built for this 
project by the Aeronautical Department of the Goodyear 
Tire and Rubber Company. Although now in design, these 
motors have exhibited no trouble in service. 

Figure 6 shows the field magnet of one of,these ma- 
chfnes,. with the armature removed. The' winding which 6nu 
circles the core is not vfsible in the photograph. This 
part weighs about 580 pounds. . *. 

Figure 7 shows the armature which is melded directly 
to a tubular yoke designed to facilitate conne5tions to 
members in the vtibrating system. This unit mefghs 66 
pounds and contafns, besides the armature winding, lami- 
nated iron parts designed to conaentrate tho magnetic flux 
to the best advantage. 

Figure 8 shows the reciprocating motor completely as- 
.senbled. The armature is centered In the magnetic air gap 

"by the system of flexure plate guides F mhrch effectively 
prevent'cont'act between the armature and the magnet pole‘. 
f-aces . The nominal clearance here is l/32 inch. Ducts 
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are provided for air cooling. The photograph shows the air 
hose connected to the air inlet at the axis of the core. 
Exhaust ports are provided at the other end of the magnet. 

IVithout artificial cooling the magnet minding will 
carry a conflnuous direct current of 4-amperes, andthe ar- 
mature a continuous alternating current of--l5 amperes. 
Vith afr cooling these currents may be maintained at 5 and 
30 amperes, respectively. 

3, Performance of-Eecfprocating JJotors 

Tests on the performance of these machines mere car- 
rfod out at Akron before shipment to the National Bureau 
o-f Standards. Somo of the results on static lbad tests 
obtained with the set-up shown in figure 9 are plottod in 
figures 10, 11, and 12. 

The forces shown in figure 10. as a function of-dis- 
plaooment of the armature relative to the magnet arise 
from the spring action of the floxure plates and from the 
attractive forces between the armature and magnet-pole 
face on account of the iron in the armature. These forces 
do not contribute to the power available, but merely affect 
to a slight degree the natural frequency of tho vfbrating 
system to mhlch the reciprocating motor is attached, 

Figure II shdws -some typical statfc load-displacement 
curves. From curves such as these., taken for various field 
currents, data mere collected on the load per ampere in the 
arnaturo at the position of zero dfsplaconent. The results 
are plotted in figure 12. 

The load given in figure 12 is the driving force avail- 
able per anpsr-e armature current for very low frequencies, 
since it was obtained from static tests. At higher fre- 
quencies the driving force for given armature and field 
currents may be expected to be sonemhat less on account of 
eddy currents and hysteresis. A dynamic test was there- 
fOrQ carried out at this Bureau in the following nannor. 

The motor, in the position shown in figure 8, was 
' energized nith 3 amperes field current and armature cur- 

rents o'f various frequencies and magnitudes, while the an- 
plitudes of oscillation of the armature and yoke wro moas- 
ured. .Procautions.mere taken to prevent strong vibration 
in the supports and in the guide sysfom. The displacomont 
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ampltltude per ampere alternating current in the arnature 
is plotted in figure 13. The values of driving force plot- 
ted,.in the same fiigure were obtained in the usual manner 
for undamped forced vfbration. (See any text on vibration, 
e.g., Tinoshenko: "Vibration Problens," or den Hartog: 
"Mechanical Vibrations.'*) F or the purpose of comparison 
nith statZc tests these forces are given oh the basis of 
instantaneous armature current, instead of the usual root- 
mean-square value. 

It will be seen from fiigure 13 that the drop in driv- 
ing force for given arnature and ffeld currents-was ap- 
proximately a linear function of frequency-within the 
range tested, and amounted to about 9 percent between 0 
and 100 cycles per second. From these results it was es- 
timated that the maximum nechanfcal power available at 
full stroke, using the maximum safe armature and field 
currents with air cooling as given above was about l-3/4 
horsepower at 60 cycles per second, and was nearly propor- 
tional to tho frequency. The corresponding -driving force 
amplitude is about 480 pounds. This fs over three times 
the maxinun value used to dato in tho wing-bean tests. 

V. MOUNTING OF TVING-BEAM SPECIMEN 

1. Attachment of End Veights 

The success of the resonance method of fatigue test- 
ing depends to a considerable extent on the means of at- 
tachfng tho weights to the specimen. An ideal attachment 
would meet the following five requirements: I.. - 

(1) A resistance to fatigue greater than that of the 
specimen. 

(2) Uniform load application to the end section of 
the specimen. 

(3) Nagligfble damping. 

(4) Easa of attachment without danger of weakening 
the specimen. 

(5) Adaptabflfty to specimens of different shapes of 
cross section. 
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The attachments used in the first test conformed to a 
sufficient degree with tho first four roquircnents, but 
they failed to neat the fifth. Thosa used in the second 
test were desfgned to conform more closely to tho fifth 
requironont. 

The nothod consistad essentially in applying the load 
to a portion of the surface of tho spocinon near oath and 
through a thin layor of soft alloy, Wood's notal was usod 
bocau.so it could be cast in hot water, thus insuring that 
no cvoakoning in the aluminum-alloy spacfnen would rosult 
from the heat supplied during the casting procedure. Tho 
fern was nado from heavy stool In two parts and sealed 
with thPn rubber strips, SO that aftor casting tho tno 
parts could bo drawn togothor by moans of bolts until a 
high hydrostatic pressure was attainod. 

Ffgure 14 fs a sectional view of one of the terminal 
attachments used in the first test, and figure 15 shows a 
photograph of the attachnent taken after removal from the 
specimen following the test. The attachment covers 9 
inches of the specimen at the end. It could not be used 
in the second test because of the deepar beam section (9-l/4 
inches compared to 5-3/4 inches for the first specimen). 
The design of tha attachment usod in the second tast is 
shown schematically in figure 4 and photographically in 
figure 16. Here only a 5-inch length df-specimen was COV- 
QrQd because the thickost Fart of tho front baam wae only 
0.15 inch as compared to 0.23 inch for the top flanga of 
tho roar bourn. Tha avorago shear stress on fhb' Wood*s nat- 
al wss,of the. order of 2 percent of the stress ,applio.d. to 
the specimen, but the stress may bo Considerably hi'gher in 
the WoodBmetal farthest removed from the'ends of the spec- 
imen. In fact, it is believed that the observed variations 
in damping (see section VI.1) were due almost entirely to 
variations in the temperature of the Wood*, metal. and their 
affect on tha plastic strongfh of this soft alloy. . 

2. Contoring of Load 

It is important to load tha spocinon as nearly uni- 
formly as practicable, 'in order to insure failure at the 
weakest points. Moraover, bacausa.of tho dearth of do- 
pondable strain gages, it is not feasible to dotermino the 
load at the point or points of failtiro unless tho load dis- 
tribution over the spocimon is known. 

, 
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Nonuniform loading arises principally from the pres- 
egce of flexural modes of vibration in the plane of the 
web. Only two such modes have sufficiently low froquen- 
ties to be important. The first-node involves rotation of 
the weights in opposite directions and subjects tho spec- 
imen to a uniform bonding monont. The second mode involves 
rotation of the weights in the samo direction; this sub- 
jects the specimen to a uniforn shoaring force and causes 
it to vibrato with a node at tho center. 

In the first test neither node caused any trbuble. 
Garo was taken to placa the centers of gravity of tha 
moights as accurately as possible along the centroidal axis 
of the specimen. The symmetry of the recfprocatfng motor 
then insures that the line of action of the drfving force 
is also along the centroidal axis. 

Homover, the same precautions were not sufficient in 
the second test bscau~~specimon B carried near its center 
a large.reinforcenent at the point whore fn the airplane 
tho cabana support was attached to the front wing beam 
(se0 fig. l), and the reinforcomant extended a length of 
25-l/2 fnchos along the upper flange but only 9-l/2 inches 
along the lowor flange. Consoquontly, if tho load was to 
bo aFpliod through the controids of the end sections, pro- 
vPsion had to-be made for pornitting t4osa end sections 
and,the voZghts attached thoroto to rotate, in ordor to 
accommodate tho groator change in length of the lomr 
flango compared to that of the upper flange. I.. .-- 
. The position of the load line relative to tho cen- 
traids of theend sections may be adjusted either by sh%ft- 
ing tho.axas of tha reciprocating motors relative to the 

'spocimon, or by attaching additional eccentric weights to 
the motors. The frrst method applios moments to the sWci- 
mon by providing a coupling between the-.longitudinal mode 
and the tno flcxural nodes montionod above. The socod 
mthod, in addition to providing such a coupling, changes 

*the frequency of the axial as nell as' of the two flexural 
. modas.by &anging the total mass and nonont of inertia, 

and also provides drivin'g nomonts, since tho line of ac- 
tion 0% the driving fbrca is shifted rolativo-50 the con- 
ter of nass:of the total nofght. Ordinarily the affects 
on load distribution of changes in frequency and of driv- 
ing nononts are not important unless one of the flcxural 
modes has a natural frequency very near the frequency of 
the agpliod load. The affect of the coupling also aeponds 
upon tho difference botneen the natural frequency of the 

,., . 
. . . . . . 
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axial mode and that of the two flexural modes. Because of 
the complexfty of-these effects and the lack of informa- 
tion regarding the flexural modes, dt is usually more 
profitable to find by trial tho direction and magnitudo 
of a given Qffect than to try to estimate the effect fn 
advance. In attaching additional weights to the assembly 
care must be taken to make tho attachment so rigid that no 
nom modes of vfbration are introduced havingfrequencies 
in the neighborhood of that of t&a applied load+ In prac- 
tico this limits to very small values the shift in contor 
of gravity which can bo attained by this nothod. 

In the test-on spoclmen B the 'stress distribution nas 
found to be very sensitive to shifts in the center of 
gravity of either weight. Tho observed strains indicated 
that tho natural frequency of-the second flexural nods was 
very near to th8 frequency of the applied load. There 
werQ also indications that tho natural frequency of tho 
first floxural mode was not -greatly less. This is at 
first surprising since for a slender boam the two flexural 
frequoncios are in the ratio of-1 to +/x In tho present 
case, honever, the beam is comparatively noak in shear, 
and this tends to dccreaso the frequency of tho sacond. 
mode, while tho first moae is Unaffected since no shear 
load is prosont. Thus the natural frequencies of the two 
floxural modes are not necessarily.greatly different. 

. 

The two long studs shown in the foroground of figure 
5 nere USQd for attaching small weights to the asssm'bly. 
Vith a similar arrangement at the other end the trro weights 
were adjusted until, for a small amplitude of vibration, 
the stra2.n amplitude at four stations '~vas identical within 
f2 percent; Of the four stations, two mere I-ocated near 
each end of the spscimen.and at opposite points an the two 
flanges. 

If the test frequency is well renoved from all flex- 
ural freqpencies so that the stress distribution is inson- 
sitive to changes in the eccentricity of the weights, 
shifting the specimen~rolative to the motors is ordinarily 
th8 most convenient nothod of centering the load. Provi- 
s5on was made in the design of-the .ter.minal attachments 
use,d for the second tost to permit -considorablo relative 
notion for such adjustments. 

3. Guiding of Specimen 

In addition to flexural modos in the plane of thQ web, 
. 
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nonuniform loading may arise from flexural vibration nor- 
mal to the mab, from torsional vfbratfon, or from axial 
loads caused by the inertia of the specimen ftself. Each 
specimen alone weighed less than 2 percont of tho total 
weight of the assembly, so that the variation in axfal 
load along the specimen fpas always less than 1 percent 
(harmonics involving axial mot&on were not to bo expected 
because of their high natural frequencies, at least ten 
times that of the fundamental}. Serious torsional modes 
of vZbration mere not observed, although coupling exEsted 
between torsional and flexural motion as a result of the 
various eccentric reinforcements and attachments on the 
specimens. 

It is sufficient for limiting flexural vibration nor- 
mal to the web to provide guides at various points along 
the specimen, since only vibration of large amplitudes in 
this direction will have an appreciable effect upon the 
load distribution. Thus the single g-ufde USQd in the first 
test (fig. 3), consisting of two wooden bars clanped to the 
pipes connectfng the upper mofght to the armature at the 
bottom, with rubber pads separating them fron the specimen, 
was all that was needed in this case. Without th9s guide 
there seemed to %e no limit to the amplitude tvhdch might 
have bean attained fn this direction. The vibration was 
subharmonfc, but ample energy s-as available for building 
it up since the peak conprossfvo load was well over three 
times the critical statfc Euler load for the bean acting 
as a column wfthout end restraints. 

Another type of flexural vibratfon nornal to the web, 
a vibration of the neb ftsolf as distinct from the flanges, 
appeared to be the source of nearly all the noise which 
emanated from the specimen, thQ nofso love1 being high 
enough to be distinctly unpleasant to the operator. A 
rough computation confirmed the suspicion that thfs may 
have been buckling of the web near the peak compressive 
lqad.for each cycle, the web acting approxinately like a 
plate with ~~built-inl* edges. It seems possible that peri- 
odfc,buckling of this kind may have had some fnfluence on 
the endurance of the specimen, but ff so, tho failure was 
presumably "compressivel~ rather than "tensile," for the 
buckle would not affect the distribution of the peak tan- 
sile stress. 

Although the second specimen was tested with roughly 
30 percent less nominal stress than th'at applied to the 
first specimen, the greater beam aep'Eh again pormfttod 

. .e_ 
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buckling in the web. This time a pair of mu-eden members 
extending the full length of the specimen and clamped to 
opposite sides of the web through thin rubber pads nas 
tried, contact being made at several points along the 
specimen where it was found most effective in deadonfng 
tho noise. This guide system added sufficient stLffness 
to the specimen to prevent objectionablg lateral vibration 
and at the same time lowered the noise level below the 
threshold of disconfort to the operator. 

VI. TEST PROCBDUBE 

In any fatigue test two quantities are required, the 
number of cycles to failure and the peak or turning point 
Palues of some quantity such as th.e stress, the strain, 
the load, or the deflection or relative displacenent of 
some particular point on the specfmen. 

1. Measurenemt of Nunber of Cycles 

In the present tests the cycles ware counted merely 
by noting the starting and stopping times to the nearest 
minute, and recording the frequency as indicated by an 
eloctronagnotic tachonoter connected to the shaft of-the 
generator. This tachometer -as calibrntod by a revolution 
counter and a stop watch. 

2. Measurement of--Amplitude 

The amplitude of vibration of one of the weights is 
also an easily measurable quantity. The wedge-shaped 
scale shown in figure 17 was used for this purpose.* T-he 
mgdges on this scale have a ratio of length to width of 
lO:l, and with the aid of a telescope or low-power micro- 
scope isolated from the vibrating system readings may be 
ostlmatod to l/5 division, Which corresponds to 0.001 inch 
double amplitude. Somenhat hfgher sensitivity may be ob- 
t&nod by reducing the size of the scale and using- greater 
magnification. 

In figure 17 the amplitude scale is mounted rrithln 2 
inches of the axis of the system so that small rotations 
of the weight about its center of mass would have a negli- 
gdblo offoct on tho reading of tho axial component ampli- ----- -c---- 
*A similar scale is described in reference 1. 
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tude. In the second test the scale was mounted on the 
axis at the armature end of the motor by attaching it to a 
flattened brass rod screned fnto the air duct. (The afr 
duct is shown connected to the.hose line in ffgure 8 and 
also in the foreground of figure 5.) 

3. Measurement of Strain 

Strain measurements were made at various locations on 
the specimen during prelfminary runs at low amplitude and 
&&SO, in the case of the second test, at one location Bur- 
ing the entire test. These measurements were made as a 
means of detormfning the load d%stributfon over the spoc- 
imen, and to provide as direct a corralation as possible 
between the test results and the vibratory strain to be. 
measurod under service conditions, as well as to assist in 
the determination of stress concentration factors. 

For most strain gages there is considerable error in 
the readings if the gage is ,subjected to high acceleration. 
Probably the most reliable gage for this condition is the 
Tuckerman optical gage shown in figure 18. This special. 
gage is ldghter and more rigid than the regular-uckerman 
gage (references 5 and 6). The gage length is 2 inches'," 
tho wefght 0.8 ounce. The correction is small for longi-, 
tudinal accelerations up to ten times gravftg and fs neg- 
ligible for accelerations offhfs order of magnitude'in 
any other directdon. 

Only two such gages have beon ccnstructed. To sup- 
plement these special light-weight gages regular 2-ounce 
gages were used in the second test. Attempts to obtain 
satisfactory performance of the heavier gages at the nor" 
ma1 running amplitude of the test failed, even near the 
center of the specimen where the longitudinal motfon is 
nearly zero, because of the lateral vfbrafion present. 
However, with sufffaient care relative measurements could 
be obtained with these:gages during the preliminary runs 
at a reducea amplitude, so that they mere useful fn center- 
ing the load.' 

The gages were mounted in pairs at opposfte points on 
the tvo flanges of the specimen, care being taken to set 
each gage as near the center of the flange as possible 
without getting too close to rivets or other abrupt changes 
in section. Several methods of attaahfng the gages to the 
specfmen were trLad. Ffgure 18 shams the method that was 
adopted for most of the strain measurements. 
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4, Determination of Stress 

. 
- 

For the purpose of simplifying the discussion, ft is 
convenient to express tho results of these tests in terms 
of the "nominal stress amplitude 11 doffned as the amplitude 
of the axial stress averaged over a cross section of the 
specimen free from rivets, open holes, and other frregu- 
larities. 

Either the measured amplitude of one of the weights 
or the average strain amplitude as indicated by a pair of 
strain gages may be used as a basis for computing the nom- 
inal stress amplitude. The strains were co.nverted into 
stresses by assuming a value of 10.5 by lo6 pounds per 
square inch for the Young's modulus of the 24ST material. 
This value is taken from the prfmitive stress-strain graphs 
covorfng a large number of tensile and pa'ck compression 
tests on thts material and is believed to be accurate with- 
in fl percent over the range of stress coverod in the fa- 
tigue tests. In the case of dynamic loadfng the adiabatic 
modulus should be used, but since this is only about l/2 
percent greater than t-he isothermal value (reference ?), 
the difforenco may be no.glected. This method of computing 
the nominal stress amplitude doos not take account of any 
phase difforenco between the two strain gages, which may 
be present as a result of flexursl vibrations in tho glane 
of,the web. Vith such a phase difference the indicated 
amplitude of the average stress would alrays be in excess 
of the actual amplitude. 

There are two methods by which the nominal stress and 
plitude may be deduced from the amplitude of vibration of 
the weight. The first was used by the Goodyear-Zeppelin 
Corporation (reference 1) to obtain a value for tho stross 
amplitude in airship girders, and consists in taking the 
relative displacementbatween the two weights divid-ed by 
the effective length of the specimen as the mean strafn 
throughout the specimen, from which the corresponding 
stress is .obtained by means of Young's modulus. This meth- 
od was not practicable in the fatigue tests of wing beans 
because of the uncertainty in the effective length of the 
specimen. Both the presence of rainforcemonts of unknown 
stiffness along the specimen, and the fact that the depth 
of penetration of stress in the terminal attachments ap 
parently varies with temperature and time, contribute to. 
this uncertafnty. 

The seconif method consfsts in deducing the peak load 
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from the mass and acceleration of one of the weights and 
dividing by the nominal cross-sectdonal area to get the 
nominal stress amplitude. 

-If the axial displacement of the center of gravity of 
the weight is given by B sin 2n ft whore B fs the am: 
plituds and f the frequency, the poak valu8 of the ac- 
celeration will be 47ra fa B, and the nominal stress am- 
plitude will be 4~7~ fa BM/Ag where M Is the mass;' A 
the nominal area, and g the acceleratfan of gravftg. 
The driving force does not enter into this computation 
since at resonance it is practically 90' out of phase from 
the inertia force, and therefore may be taken as zero at 
the instant the peak load es reached. A small correction, 
however, Ss required to take account of the magnetic at- 
traction between the armature and the magnet as gfven in 
figure 10. 

The principal.assumptions made in thfs method are 
that the wefght moves as a single unit and that the mo- 
tion 3.8 sinusoidal. No evidence has been found for doubt- 
ing the accuracy of the first assumption. Deviations from 
stnusofdal notion may arise either from harmonics or from 
luck of proportionality between load and extension. Harl 
nonfcs involvfng axial motion are not to be expected be- 
cause their frequencies are estimated to be greater than 
ten times that of the fundanenfal, and no adequate source 
of energy having such hfgh frequencies is apparent. 

Lack of proportionality between load and extensfon 
may be expected from the effect of frictfonal forces, such 
as frictfon in the vicinfty of rivets and bolts, and par- 
ticularly from the effect of slippage and plastic deforma- 
tion in the Voodle metal at the terminals. Although the 
total dampfng fs not large (see section III, 31, the ef- 

. feet of thSs type of,damping on the peak'load is difficult 
to estrmate, occurrfng as it does near the peak load, fn 
contrast to viscous damping which reaches ftsmaximum as 
the load passes through zero. . - -- 

Thus each of the two methods of deternfning.the nomi- 
nal stress amplitude is subject to some uncertainty, the 
first because it aslumas all strafns'to be in phas8, the 
second because $t assumes' sinusoidal motion:* The observed 
discrepancy in the results. (see section VII, 1 and 2.) does 

. not appear too large to 'be a'c'counked for by failure of,one 
or both of 'these assumptions.'.Horo data will be necessary 
to detarmino WhLch of th8 two methods is the mor.8 trust- 
Forthy in the present case. 
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5. ObS8rVation of Failure 

In fatigue tests such as these it is desirable that 
the number of cycles before the first appearance of a vis- 
ible crack'be determined, as mollas the number of cycles 
before a major failure. The endurance based on the first 
creterion is probably the safer one to use insofar as it 
indicates a weakening of the structure againstboth static 
and dynamric loads. On the other hand, the determination 
of this endurance rsquires frequent and careful examina- 
tions of the specimen, which may be impractical in the 
presence of a guide system hiding a considerable portion 
of the specimen, such as that used for the second spocimon. 

Actually,in these tests, no cracks were observed un- 
til a sharp report and a sudden slight roductfon in resod 
nant froquoncy gave notice of a major fracture passing 
completely through one of the flanges. Examination then 
showed, in.the case of each specfmen, a number of addi- 
tional cracks in various parts of the'specimen and in vary- 
ing stages of deVelopmenf, indicating the location of the 
weakest points in fatigue, and also indicating the sequence 
of formatfon of the larger cracks. In order t-o show up the 
smaller cracks more clearly and to--rewal possfble incipi- 
ent cracks which had beon overlooked, the agocimena wore 
Vibrated at a reduced amplitude for some time after the 
major failure. 

VII. IIESULTS 

1. Data on Specimen A 

The data obtained from the fatigue test of the first 
wing beam are summarized in figure 19. The bottom curve 
givoa the amplitude of the lamer moight as read on the 
scale shorvn in figure 17. Tho second curye give-a the fre- 
quoncy. The data from these trvo cuf~+es-w&d used to COP- 
pute tho nominal stress amplitude given by-the third curve, 
the calculation being made by the nethod described in scc- 
tion VI, 3. 

During the preliminary runs covering the first 107 
minutes strain amplitude readings were taken on the flanges 
near the center of the specimen n$th.tho two light-nefght 
Tuckerman--optical gages described in section VI, 3. Tho 
values of nominal stress amplitude deduced from those road- 
ings using for-YoungIs nodulus 20.5 by 10' pounds par sauare 
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Lnch (so8 sectron PI, 4), are g%ven by tho opon circles fn 
fi.gure 59. The fmprovement in consistency toward the end 
of the pralininary runs fs probably due to,im.roved.tech-r 
nique in the control of the amplitude. Only one strain 
reading was taken at full amplitude because of the diffi- 
culty of preventing creeping of the gage points as a con- 
soquanco of the aovere lateral vibratLon. The @train 
readings yield a value of stross amplitude on the avorago 
about 8 percent hdgher than that deduced from the anpli- 
tudo of the weight. -. .- 

From the results of both tests-it is e,stimated that 
the first 304,000 oyclea on the first specimen (fig. 19) 
is roughly 10 percent of the total endurance at the aver- 
age ampl-ltude of 0,0225 inch, and 44,000 cycles is about 5 
percent of the endurance at 0.036 inoh amplitude. Accord- 
ingly, takfng account of these prel?r@nary runs, the total 
endurance at the full amplitude of 0.040 inch should be 
about 15 percent higher than the 452,000 cycles actually 
observed, or 520,000 cycles. The corresponding average 
nominal stress amplitude is 8,300 pounds per square inch 
on the basis of the amplitude of the weight, 9,000 pounds 
per square inch on the basis of -strain readings. 

The top curve of figure 19 gives the armature current 
in the driving motor, which.is directly,proportional to 
the driving force and, at constant amplitude; very nearly 
proportional to the damping. At the break in this curva a 
roceas of about two hours was taken. The tandency of the 
system during this period to recover its original.low damp- 
ing value is believed to be due to cooling in the Wood's 
metal which had been warmed and softened by the previous 
run. 

. 2. Data on Specimen B 

The data obtained from the fatigue test on the second 
wing beam are summarized in figure 20. The breaks in these 
CurvQs represent recesses varying in length from a few mfn- 
utee to 6eVard days. !@he effect of the preliminary runb 
covering the first hour and ten minutes on th8 endurance of 
the s$ecfmen is believed to be negligible. During these 
runs the load was centered as described above. (See aec- 
tfon V, 2.) Subsequent strain readinga rrere taken on only 
one gage. The average.value of the nominal stress ampli- 
tude computed from these readings (see fig. 20),was 5,740 
pounds per square inch, while the average deduced from the 
amplitude of the weight was 5,220 pounds per aqua.re.inch, 
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leaving a diecrepancy of 10 g. crcent for the f&tiguQ strength. 
The endurance was 2.86 by 10 cycles. 

That the particular location of the strain gage was 
not stressed appreciably.higher than the remainder of the 
specimen is clearly indicated by the fact t?!at no cracks 
tvere found nQar the gage. It-appears therefore that tho 
conditions responsible for tho discrepancy in the first 
test mQre equally serious in the second. (so0 section VI, 
4. > 

In both tests there was a marked tendency for thQ ros- 
onant frequency to fall during tho course of tho tast. 
Such effects as changes in Youngrs modulus as a result of 
changes in tQmpersture, pragrossive weakening of tho mato- 
rittl, and weakening of the structure GS a rQsult of loos- 
ening rivets and bolts, are considered inadequate to ex-- 
plain this behavior. The observed variations in frequency 
are believed to be caused by a comh9nation of nonviscous 
damping and of changes in the eff-e.ctive free length of the 
specimen with variations -in the de;pth of penetration of 
stresses in the terminal attachments. Both the dampfng 
and the change in effective len.gth may bo attributed to 
changes in tho lBood*s metal layor corm-Qcting the end 
moights to the specimen. 

3. Location of Cracks 

Cracks in various stages of dQvQlopment are shown on 
tho photographs, figures 21 to 27 inclusiqe. The location 
of these photographs on the specimen fs indicat.ed by the 
corresponding number in figure 1. Crack No. 1, figure 21, 
was the main failure on the first specimen. The rib at- 
tachment under which it passed and.thQ two rivets mere re- 
moved after the test to show the crack more clearly. A 
total of eight cracks found on the first specimen are shown 
in figures 21, 22, and 23. 

Crack No. 9, figure 24, is the main failUr0 on the 
second specimen, and the additional six cracks found on 
this specimen are shown in figures 24 to 27 inclusbe,. .The 
grouping of all the cracks 3ut one, No. 15, near one end 
indicates a certain amount of overloading of the top flange 
n-ear this end and to that extent reflects the difficulties 
encountered in centering the,lqad cn this 8pecime.n.. 0-n-e. 
crack, No. 12, was-found even inside the terminal attach- 
ment. And yet the occurrence ofNc. 15 near the other and 

. 

. 
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of the same flange shows that the second flexural mode fn 
the plane of the web, which was the most difficult to con- 
trol, did not predominate during the test for it would 
load the opposite flange the heavier at that end. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

Prelimfnary fatigue tests of two wing-beam specfmens 
have shown that: 

1. The reciprocatZng motor in conjunction wfth a 
resonant system is a convenient means of applying rapid 
axial load reversals to large specimens such as nitng 
beams for fatfgue measurements; 

2. Specimens with local asymmetries in sect!.on such 
as that portion of the front wing beam whfch includes the 
cab&m-support attachment may be loaded nearly uniformly; 

3. The load may be applfed dfrectly to the specimen 
through a layor of moodrs metal wfthout the necessity o,f 
'building up It the ends to prevent failure at the termf- 
nals; .- 

. 
4. The problem of determining the stress applied to 

the specfnen fs not a simple one but will require further 
development; and 

. 
5. The beans tested had no outstanding weak points 

in fatigue but rather exhfbPt approxfnately the same re- 
sistance to fatigue around the many rfvet holes and other 
discontinuities distributed throughout thefr length. 

Eational Bureau of Stan&r&s, 
mashington, D. C., July 1938. 
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Figure 2.0 Sohematio arrangement of first failure. 
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Figme 4.- Schematic arrangement of 
one end of second fatigue 

test assembly, the other end being 
identical to this. 
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ILigtwe 5.” Second fatigue teat aersmbly with the exception of the guide eyltem and loul 
cantering weight.. The symmetric arrangement mduces the mechanical difficul 

tiea and provides greater flexibility of adjustment. 
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Figure 6.- Electromagnet of the Goodyear reciprocating motor. 
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Pigum 7.- Armature and yoke of reciprocating motor. 
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Figure 8.- Reciprocating motor complete rith vents for air cooling. 
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Figure 9.- Set-up at Akron for static load tests on the first 
reciprocating motor. 
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Mgum 15.- Rear bmm tennlnal 8tttLChWUt after removal from rpeclnlm 
following the first fatigue tent. 
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Figure 16.- Eml portion of front beam with terminal attaohment in plaa0. 
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Figure 17.0 Detail view of lower end of first fatigue test assembly, 
showing double wedge for measuring amplitude. 
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Figure 18.1 Light weight Tuck&mm optical rtrain grge clamped to the flfmga 
ofawingbearn. 
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Figure al.- Fatigue oracks In speoimen A(for location on specimen see figure 1). 
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Figure a.- htlgw oraoke la Qmimen A(for looation on qmolmem me figure 1). 
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Figure 24.- Fatigue orsoks in SW 
'i' 

men B(for location on 
speolmen 0ee figure 1 . 
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Figure 25.- Fati e oraoks in speoimen B(for location on 
speo ff-' men 888 figure 1). 
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Figure 26.0 Fati e oraoks in specimen Atfor looation on 
spec f;" men see figure 1) . 
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Figure 27.0 Fatigue oracks in speoimen B(for looation on 
apeoimen see figure 1). 


